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Namely ME 2009-05-01 if someone gave you a book of names and their ancient meaning would you be curious to
look up your own name and find its significance namely me is the first in a series of thought provoking
monologue books for middle and high school students based on the ancient or traditional meaning of a
character s name the monologues are funny poignant glimpses into a teen s life that use a creative new
format to teach the skills of drama use them as individual classroom pieces a unit of study or to create a
performance in which every child has a chance to shine includes bonus teacher s guide for classroom
integrationnamely me has an easy to read chapter filled with exciting ideas to help teachers teaching such
skills as memorization getting into character and taking a moment namely me gives teachers a wide range of
inventive monologues to use in the classroom take your students into a deeper study of naming traditions
throughout the ages and across cultures the possibilities of creating an exhilarating final production from
the monologues are also explained clearly in this bonus chapter easy to produce performance instructionsthe
performances i have created from the name monologues are easy to produce full of energy and delightful to
show a wide variety of audiences they also showcase what a teacher does in her classroom and solve the
problem of finding a production with a part for every student by award winning playwright theater educator
and columnistduring the past years i have heard from hundreds of teachers from all over the world about my
books middle mania volumes one and two and how easy they are to use take what you have done with monologues
in the past and explore the possibilities of doing more with namely me maureen brady johnson has been a
theater teacher and director for over thirty five years she is the author of three books on teaching
theater a popular contributor to edta s teaching theater magazine and has written for gary garrison s
newsletter the loop she is also an award winning playwright whose plays have been performed worldwide
How to Be a Working Actor, 5th Edition 2010-07-07 the celebrated survival guide for the working actor now
completely updated and expanded with a foreword by tony award winning actor joe mantegna renowned for more
than two decades as the most comprehensive resource for actors how to be a working actor is a must read for
achieving success in the business now this bible of the biz has been completely revised and greatly
expanded to address new markets ever changing opportunities and the many new ways today s actors find work
talent manager teacher and career coach mari lyn henry and actress author and spokeswoman lynne rogers
combine their extensive skills and years of experience to cover all the essentials of how to market
yourself land roles and manage a successful career they also include expert advice from scores of other
industry experts well known actors agents managers casting directors and teachers how to be a working actor
is loaded with advice on how to put together a professional wardrobe get a head shot that brings out the
real you create a resume that really works find the training to develop your talents communicate
effectively with agents and managers use the internet to promote your business and explore new
opportunities get the most value out of union membership excel at auditions and screen tests discover how
to get work in regional markets cope with success how to be a working actor takes a no nonsense approach to
the whole business of being a working actor with detailed information on how to live on a budget in new
york and los angeles what the acting jobs are and what they pay even how to find a survival strategy that
will augment your career and an extensive section on script analysis shows you how to investigate the depth
of a character to create a memorable audition for roles in theatre film and television
Magnificent Monologues for Kids 2008-10 fifty original comedic and dramatic monologues including ten thirty
second monologues audition tips definitions and a study guide
Monologues for Kids 1987-01-01 a collection of short monologues about experiences and feelings familiar to



young girls and boys
Workshops Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Intelligent Environments 2009-10-02 advances
in the engineering of sensing and acting capabilities distributed in wide range of specialized devices is
providing at last an opportunity for the fundamental advances that computer science achieved in the past
few decades to make an impact in our daily lives this technical confluence is matched by a unique
historical context where users are better informed more aware of the benefits that technology can provide
and production of more complex systems is becoming more affordable sensors actuators deployed in an
environment in this context it can be any physical space like a house office classroom car street etc
facilitate a link between an automated decision making system connected to that technologically enriched
space this computing empowered environment enables the provision of an intelligent environment i e a
digital environment that proactively but sensibly supports people in their daily lives this is an active
area of research which is attracting an increasing number of professionals in academia and industry
worldwide the prestigious 5th international conference on intelligent environments ie 09 is focused on the
development of advanced intelligent environments and stimulates the discussion on several specific topics
which are crucial to the future of the area as part of that five workshops were supported as part of ie 09
this volume is the combined proceedings of those five workshops workshop on digital object memories dome 09
workshop on rfid technology concepts practices solutions rfid 09 workshop on artificial intelligence
techniques for ambient intelligence aitami 09 workshop on ethical design of ambient intelligence edami 09
workshop on smart offices and other workplaces soow 09
The Ultimate Scene and Monologue Sourcebook, Updated and Expanded Edition 2010-05-19 all actors and acting
teachers need the ultimate scene and monologue sourcebook the invaluable guide to finding just the right
piece for every audition the unique format of the book is ideal for acting teachers who want their students
to understand each monologue in context this remarkable book describes the characters action and mood for
more than 1 000 scenes in over 300 plays using these guidelines the actor can quickly pinpoint the perfect
monologue then find the text in the samuel french or dramatist play service edition of the play newly
revised and expanded the book includes the author s own assessment of each monologue
Fifth of July 1982 deals with a group of former student activists and the changes that have been wrought in
their lives and attitudes in the years since leaving college
Scenes and Monologues for Young Actors 2000 temporariness is a scandal in our culture of monumentalism and
its persistent search for permanence temporariness the time of the ephemeral and the performative the time
of speech the time of nature and its constant changesthese times have little cultural purchase in this
volume two practitioners and theoreticians of time space and the word embrace the notion of
temporarinessseeing in it a site for a renewal of ways of thinking about ourselves our language our society
and our environment this collage of fragmentary genres approaches the notion of mitigated presence to build
an atlas of intersections attentive to our own temporariness as the site of aesthetic and ethical
responsibility this book is a scintillating meditation on the temporality of human lives and the
contemporary possibilities of humanistic writing john kinsella and russell west pavlov explore the
conjunctions of memoir theory poetry anecdotes journal entries and other fragmentary forms in their
conversations about the political realities of the world and the imperatives of human survival they write
across hemispheres they interanimate the specific experience of place and history in germany ireland
western australia the adriatic coast africa new england t mp r r n s is the chance collaboration of two



writers and intellectuals that could never have come into existence before it did and that can never be
repeated philip mead university of melbourne
Temporariness 2018-12-03 the stories fifth planet charts the friendship between two observatory workers as
it waxes and wanes over the course of a year 1 man 1 woman are you ready the fates of three people drawn to
the same restaurant are altered in an instant 2
Fifth Planet and Other Plays 2002 six melodramatic tales variously set upon the river thames and its banks
between lechlade and putney the weybridge sailing club monologues were written for recitation as after
dinner entertainment these tales sometimes tragic frequently hilarious make marvellous fireside reading and
will appeal to all those who love the river thames the real pièce de résistance was a recitation by club
member tim carter which had the entire room in stitches and rightly received a standing ovation mort smith
riverwatch surrey herald i imagine old father thames chuckling as he reads this book with the occasional
watery guffaw it is a fine example of the old tradition of story telling in light verse enjoy it reverend
canon peter ball formerly vicar of shepperton 1968 1984 terrific stuff for slack times afloat in my punt i
will certainly have a copy aboard bill rushmer famous fisherman and angler s mail journalist
The Weybridge Sailing Club Monologues 2013-10-13 a collection of funny dark and disturbing monologues by
award winning playwright daniel guyton perfect for actors students and actors pretending to be students
some monologues may not be suitable for children under 17
52 Monologues for Grown-Ups (And College Kids) 2012-05-27 actors of colour need the best speeches to
demonstrate their skills and hone their craft roberta uno has carefully selected monologues that represent
african american native american latino and asian american identities each monologue comes with an
introduction and notes on the characters and stage directions to set the scene for the actor this new
edition now includes more of the most exciting and accomplished playwrights to have emerged over the 15
years since the monologues for actors of color books were first published from new cutting edge talent to
pulitzer winners
Monologues for Actors of Color 2016-06-10 a monologue is an outrageous situation how to survive the 60
second audition explains how to successfully tackle the cattle call acting audition with a sixty second
monologue through q as tips director s notes and a glossary full of outrageous actions meant to inspire the
actor into truly connecting with the piece this book shows actors where and how to find a monologue edit it
and give the best audition possible
Place of the Lord's Daughter 2000 this no nonsense guide will prepare the actor for the perfect part in
theater on the web or anything in between
A Monologue is an Outrageous Situation! 2016-02-19 conquer the audition this truly unique collection of 52
original monologues with accompanying direction is the perfect tool for the aspiring student actor or drama
classroom master director jon jory has crafted these gender neutral pieces exploring heartache hilarity and
everything in between student actors and theater teachers rejoice bonus material includes 10 shakespeare
monologue selections with advice and tips for tackling the bard drama comedy monologues 1 2 minutes 52
original gender neutral pieces 10 shakespeare selections
Mastering Monologues and Acting Sides 2011-10-04 this new edition produced to coincide with the centenary
of shostakovich s birth draws on many new writings on the composer in doing so it provides both a more
detailed and focused image of shostakovich s life and a wider view of his cultural background p 4 of cover
Sensational Movie Monologues 2010-12-12 this collection of 40 monologues for men and women contains a wide



variety of characters genres and lengths the monologues also include approximate timing timing character
story background and performance suggestions adapted from back cover
The Audition: Monologues with Direction 2020-01-01 talk show confessions online rants stand up routines
inspirational speeches banal reflections and calls to arms we live in an age of solo voices demanding to be
heard in the contemporary american monologue eddie paterson looks at the pioneering work of us artists
spalding gray laurie anderson anna deavere smith and karen finley and the development of solo performance
in the us as a method of cultural and political critique ironic confession post punk poetry investigations
of race and violence and subversive polemic this book reveals the link between the rise of radical
monologue in the late 20th century and history of speechmaking politics civil rights individual freedom and
the american dream in the united states it shows how us artists are speaking back to the cultural political
and economic forces that shape the world eddie paterson traces the importance of the monologue in
shakespeare brecht beckett chekov pinter o neill and williams before offering a comprehensive analysis of
several of the most influential and innovative american practitioners of monologue performance the
contemporary american monologue constitutes the first book length account of us monologists that links the
tradition of oratory and speechmaking in the colony to the appearance of solo performance as a distinctly
american phenomenon
Shostakovich 2006-09-03 this volume like its companion voices of our times collects essays drawn from a
series of public conferences held in autumn 2011 entitled more than a monologue the series was the fruit of
collaboration among four institutions of higher learning two catholic universities and two
nondenominational divinity schools the conferences aimed to raise awareness of and advance informed
compassionate and dialogical conversation about issues of sexual diversity within the catholic community as
well as in the broader civic worlds that the catholic church and catholic people inhabit they generated
fresh rich sets of scholarly and reflective contributions that promise to take forward the delicate work of
theological ethical and ecclesial development along with voices of our times this volume captures insights
from the conferences and aims to foster what the jesuit superior general fr adolfo nicolas has called the
depth of thought and imagination needed to engage effectively with complex realities especially in areas
marked by brokenness pain and the need for healing the volumes will serve as vital resources for
understanding and addressing better the too often fraught relations between lgbtq lesbian gay bisexual
transgender and queer persons their loved ones and allies and the catholic community inquiry thought and
expression explores dimensions of ministry ethics theology and law related to a range of lgbtq concerns
including catholic teaching its reception among the faithful and the roman catholic church s significant
role in world societies within the volume a series of essays on ministry explores various perspectives not
frequently heard within the church marriage equality and the treatment of lgbtq individuals by and within
the roman catholic church are considered from the vantage points of law ethics and theology themes of
language and discourse are explored in analyses of the place of sexual diversity in church history thought
and authority the two volumes of more than a monologue like the conferences from which they developed
actively move beyond the monologic voice of the institutional church on the subject of lgbtq issues
inviting and promoting open conversations about sexual diversity and the church those who read inquiry
thought and expression will encounter not just an excellent resource for research and teaching in the area
of moral theology but also an opportunity to actively listen to and engage in groundbreaking discussions
about faith and sexuality within and outside the catholic church



Competition Monologues 2004 finally there s a book that helps drama school and college acting applicants
tackle the daunting shakespeare monologue clearly set out in a lesson by lesson style format it s like
being coached by acting coach mark westbrook in a 1 2 1 coaching session tackle the shakespeare monologue
with fresh ideas and powerful but little taught techniques that will boost your chances of audition success
Competition Monologues Book Two 2007 many books on acting for beginners approach the subject in an abstract
theoretical way rodney whatley designed acting year one around the environment in which many acting
students learn the craft the college classroom skills and concepts are laid out in 31 lessons mirroring the
structure of a 15 week course whatley s down to earth accessible writing engages students meeting them
where they are in their acting journey the exercises accompanying the text make it easy for instructors to
apply what their students read directly in class sample grading sheets are included throughout the book
benefiting instructors as well as students who can learn what criteria they ll be graded on
The Contemporary American Monologue 2015-12-17 an introductory excursion in wordplay which challenges the
mind as it impresses vivid imagery upon the very same in the imitable fashion of cornelius jones we are
given the prose of metic in novel form
More than a Monologue: Sexual Diversity and the Catholic Church 2014-03-03 extraordinary action oriented
off the beaten path monologues for women
������ 1954 �������� ���������� �������� ������ ������������ ���� ������ ������� ��������������������������
����������������������������������������� ��������������� ����������������������
Shakespeare Monologue Audition Success 2018-11-19 the dramatic monologue is traditionally associated with
victorian poets such as robert browning and alfred tennyson and is generally considered to have disappeared
with the onset of modernism in the twentieth century glennis byron unravels its history and argues that
contrary to belief the monologue remains popular to this day this far reaching and neatly structured volume
explores the origins of the monologue and presents a history of definitions of the term considers the
monologue as a form of social critique explores issues at play in our understanding of the genre such as
subjectivity gender and politics traces the development of the genre through to the present day taking as
example the increasingly politicized nature of contemporary poetry the author clearly and succinctly
presents an account of the monologue s growing popularity over the past twenty years
Acting 2022-07-13 the first twenty years of the fifth republic encompass four presidential elections
alternating political control of the national assembly and years of rapid economic growth and contraction
thus a variety of events now allow an evaluation of the efficacy of the fifth republic the chapters of this
book examine the governmental framework and various political groups that have vied for control of it
industrial development and modernization education and culture and foreign policy containing both favorable
and critical assessments the book provides a comprehensive balance sheet on the fifth republic and the
influence of charles de gaulle its 25 essays were written by such well known scholars as crozier gagnon
gourévitch ross suleiman and others as well as some of the younger generation of french specialists with
concluding synthesis by stanley hoffmann the book features an essay of historical importance on the
constitution of the fifth republic by the constitution s own father the former prime minister of france
michel debré looking into the areas of government politics economy society culture and foreign policy this
volume gives the reader an understanding of the considerable impact of charles de gaulle s administration
on contemporary france
Metic's Monologue 2002-04-01 first published in 1977 this book looks at the versatile literary form of



dramatic monologue although it is often associated with browning and other poets writing between 1830 and
1930 the concept has been employed by diverse poets of multiple periods such as ovid chaucer donne blake
wordsworth philip larkin and ted hughes in this study alan sinfield demonstrates and analyses the range and
adaptability of the form through detailed examples he shows that the technique maintains a shifting and
uncertain balance between the voices of the poet and of his created speaker when extended as in maud amours
de voyage the ring and the book and the wasteland the use of dramatic monologue raises questions of
personality and perception in the second part of the text the author discusses the origins of victorian and
modernist dramatic monologue in the dramatic complaint and the ovidian verse epistle of earlier periods
offering a new interpretation of the value of dramatic monologue to browning and tennyson through his
writing alan sinfield successfully highlights the eternal vibrance of the form
Actor's Choice 2008 in this companion volume to her highly successful ÊcallbackÊ ginger howard friedman a
veteran casting director playwright and teacher reveals her winning formula for a monologue audition that
lands you the part she explains her essential rules for a successful audition then selects scenes from 16
plays and adapts them into monologues comic and serious for men and women of all ages
Ode of Life; & Gwen, a Drama in Monologue 1882 the french have searched for five generations through five
republics and several other regimes for a stable political system the fifth republic born in 1958 seems to
be succeeding where many others have failed what are the reasons and conditions for the french consensus on
a system of government for the first time since the ancien regime the first twenty years of the fifth
republic encompass four presidential elections alternating political control of the national assembly and
years of rapid economic growth and contraction thus a variety of events now allow an evaluation of the
efficacy of the fifth republic the chapters of this book examine the governmental framework and various
political groups that have vied for control of it industrial development and modernization education and
culture and foreign policy containing both favorable and critical assessments the book provides a
comprehensive balance sheet on the fifth republic and the influence of charles degaulle
ガラスの動物園 1988 in his autobiography speak memory vladimir nabokov compared his life to a spiral in which
twirl follows twirl and every synthesis is the thesis of the next series the first four arcs of the spiral
of nabokov s life his youth in russia voluntary exile in europe two decades spent in the united states and
the final years of his life in switzerland are now followed by a fifth arc his continuing life in literary
history which this volume both explores and symbolizes this is the first collection of essays to examine
all five arcs of nabokov s creative life through close analyses of representative works the essays cast new
light on works both famous and neglected and place these works against the backgrounds of nabokov s career
as a whole and modern literature in general nabokov analyzes his own artistry in his postscript to the
russian edition of lolita presented here in its first english translation and in his little known notes to
ada by vivian darkbloom published now for the first time in america and keyed to the standard u s editions
of the novel in addition to a defense of his father s work by dmitri nabokov and a portrait interview by
alfred appel jr the volume presents a vast spectrum of critical analyses covering all nabokov s major
novels and several important short stories the highly original structure of the book and the fresh and
often startling revelations of the essays dramatize as never before the unity and richness of nabokov s
unique literary achievement
Dramatic Monologue 2014-05-01 1895����� ������������������������ ������������� ��� ��������������� ��������
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The Fifth Republic at Twenty 1980-06-30 in this book literary interior monologue is considered in relation
to extraliterary phenomena as well as narrative theory the central question posed by this study is what
makes a particular interior monologue believable given the unobservable nature of human thought the
discussion revolves around the unobservable counterpart of literary interior monologue i e what is known in
psychology as inner speech taking various experimental findings and theories from soviet and american
research on inner speech the author compares them with literary interior monologue and tries to account for
similarities and differences examples of literary interior monologue are analyzed in comparison with data
from the linguistic study of real oral spontaneous discourse also known as face to face communication in
the context of this interdisciplinary framework four examples of literary interior monologue are considered
v m garshin s four days 1877 e dujardin s les lauriers sont coupés 1887 a schnitzler s leutnant gustl 1900
and v larbaud s amants heureux amants 1921 the inclusion of data from psychology and research on face to
face communication makes a unique contribution not only to narrative theory but also to the understanding
of the relationship between literary and extraliterary communication
Dramatic Monologue (Routledge Revivals) 2014-06-23 pantomime was arguably the most popular dramatic genre
during the roman empire but has been relatively neglected by literary critics seneca s tragedies and the
aesthetics of pantomime adds to our understanding of seneca s tragic art by demonstrating that elements
which have long puzzled scholars can be attributed to the influence of pantomime the work argues that
certain formal features which depart from the conventions of fifth century attic drama can be explained by
the influence of and interaction with this more popular genre the work includes a detailed and systematic
analysis of the specific pantomime inspired features of seneca s tragedies the loose dramatic structure the
presence of running commentaries minute descriptions of characters undergoing emotional strains or
performing specific actions of monologues of self analysis and of narrative set pieces relevant to the
culture of roman imperial culture more generally seneca s tragedies and the aesthetics of pantomime
includes an outline of the general features of pantomime as a genre the work shows that the influence of
sub literary genres such as pantomime and mime the sister art of pantomime can be traced in several roman
writers whose literary production was antecedent or contemporary with seneca s furthermore the work sheds
light on the interaction between sub literary genres of a performative nature such as mime and pantomime
and more literary ones an aspect of latin culture which previous scholarship has tended to overlook seneca
s tragedies and the aesthetics of pantomime provides an original contribution to the understanding of the
impact of pantomime on roman literary culture and of controversial and little understood features of
senecan tragedies
The Perfect Monologue 2004-08-01
The Impact of the Fifth Republic on France 1984-06-30
Irish Melodies, and a Monologue Upon National Music 1820
Nabokov's Fifth Arc 2014-09-10
���� 2022-01-21
Mind Reading 2023-12-14
Seneca's Tragedies and the Aesthetics of Pantomime 2014-01-30
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